Wilson Agri Pasture Mat with Premium Pad Installation
1. Clear cow platform of any debris,
including sharp edges, dirt &
organic material.

2. Chalk a line on the platform at 4”
(10cm) from the rear edge along the
entire length.

3. Roll out top cover with reverse side
up.

4. Be sure to leave a minimum of 6”
(15cm) of extra top cover at each end.

5. Pull the top cover so it aligns along the
chalk line.

6. Fasten one end of the Top Cover using
plastic strips and a few nailins.

7. At the other end, stretch the top
cover using a ratchet strap until the
top cover is smooth and tight.

8. Go back to the first end and begin
fastening down the top cover along
the chalk line, using plastic strips and
nailins (approximately 12” or 30cm
apart).

9. Continue down the row until the row
is completed.

10. Lay the mattresses in the stall. The
back of the mattresses should be
laying over the edge of the plastic
strip.

11. Mattresses should be spaced at 46”
(117cm) on centre, even when stall
widths are wider (always install with
the tag of the mattress to the front of
the stall.) Leave 3”(7.5cm) at each end
in order to later fasten top cover to
the floor using plastic strips. If there is
space left over at the final end, cut off
the appropriate number of cells from
the next mattress to fill the gap.

12. Install the premium pad with the back
edge following the back edge of the
mattress.

13. Cut the pad at the end of the row to
match the end of the mattress. There
will be an area of mattress at the front
that will not be covered by the
premium pad.

14. Lift Cover High and walk it forward to
keep the mats in place.

15. Use ratchet straps or a commercial
carpet stretcher to stretch the top
cover. Stretch the cover tight over the
mats.

16. Always start at the middle of the row
and work out to the side to avoid
wrinkles.

17. One top cover is tight, use plastic strip
and nailins to hold it in place, using
approximately 1 nailin for every 12”
(30cm) of strip. Plastic strip is also
used to fasten along each end of the
mattress run

18. Top cover must be fastened down to
the floor all around, do not fasten to
any vertical surface.

